Navigating a day of focus, learning, sharing and socializing usually results in visiting a variety of spaces. Look down for a minute and there you will see Boost in numerous shapes and sizes with thoughtful touches that contribute to the ensuing laughs, conversations and productivity. And, the subtle, non-disruptive motion of the Boost active base creates movement for a fun and engaging touchdown.
Features
• Fully upholstered
• Concealed glide (standard)

Options
• Round, square, hexagon, trapezoid
• Removable top for storage (small and medium)
• Tablet
• Casters or wood leg
• Active base (small round)
• Low back (round and hexagon)
• Power (large)
• Weighted

Full product information
View or download the online price list for complete specification information and statement of line.

Round

F49058  w20.75”  d20.75”  h17.75”
F49158  w25.5”  d25.5”  h17.75”
F49258  w36”  d36”  h17.75”
F49558  w20.75”  d20.75”  h29.75”
F49059  w20.75”  d20.75”  h17.75”

Round ottoman barstool

Square

F49159  w25.5”  d25.5”  h17.75”
F49259  w36”  d36”  h17.75”
F49056  w24”  d21”  h17.75”
F49156  w29.25”  d25.75”  h17.75”
F49256  w41.75”  d36”  h17.75”

Hexagon

F49057  w20.75”  d20.5”  h17.75”
F49157  w25.5”  d25.25”  h17.75”
F49257  w36”  d35.5”  h17.75”

Trapezoid

Round with low back and active base
Square with removable lid and glides
Trapezoid with tablet and wood legs
Round with removable lid and wood legs
Hexagon with low back and casters
Trapezoid with power and glides